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Natural Fruits Mastic Trees of Chios

Turkish Salep

Tradtional Ice Cream Maker
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Flavours
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Pozzitto
Going worldwide with our new presence (Pozzitto) is a result of 
hard work that started since 1925 and continued on for 
generations

The first generation initiated this invaluable idea and worked very 
hard since the beginning with the simplest of tools on the shores 
of Syria at the Mediterranean Sea in the heart of the Middle East 
The wooden hammer, the Round Frozen batching tank, the 
Mastic Gum, the hard work, the organic Salep and the mental 
formulation pounded by the wooden hammer to airy/stretchy 
perfection and right consistency. 

Came together to yield the best and most formidable tasting 
100% natural Premium Mastic Ice Cream ice cream to our Lovely 
customer around the world. 

The second generation came along and evolved the idea and 
the production so that it suites the machines and the increased 
number of flavors so that you can fathom the real new taste of 
natural fruits That continues the tradition of highest quality. 



Provide the highest quality Ice Cream Brand 
for the soul with Service to our Customers 
thus creating an enjoyable and memorable 
experience! 

Mission



To become the largest Premium Ice 
Cream manufacturer and supplier in the 
United States and around the world. 

Vision







Flavours
Made from real milk and real fruits without GMOs, gluten and noxious products.

Our 50+ flavors range from Chocolate and Vanilla to Passion Fruit, Green Tea, Bubble Gum, 
Cookies & Cream, and Birthday Cake. Best of all, you can enjoy your pop as-is or customize to 
your liking. Our 15+ premium toppings include dark, milk, and white chocolate, nuts, sprinkles, 

waffle cone, caramel corn, and more.



Pounding Premium Mastic Ice Cream The 
wooden Pestle, the Round  Frozen batching 
tank, the Mastic Gum, the hard work, the 
organic  Salep and the mental formulation 
pounded by the wooden Pestle to  
airy/stretchy perfection and right 
consistency. Came together to yield the 
best and most formidable tasting 100%  
natural Premium Mastic Ice Cream ice 
cream to our Lovely customer Have your 
own roll in any falvor you like  

Roll in pistachios

Made from real milk and real fruits without GMOs, gluten and noxious products.
Our 50+ flavors range from Chocolate and Vanilla to Passion Fruit, Green Tea, Bubble Gum, 

Cookies & Cream, and Birthday Cake. Best of all, you can enjoy your pop as-is or customize to 
your liking. Our 15+ premium toppings include dark, milk, and white chocolate, nuts, sprinkles, 

waffle cone, caramel corn, and more.



SPECIAL STYLE JAARA



1000G SPECIAL ROLL JAARA



Fruity, Nutty, & Crunchy in Every Bite
Get ready to strike it rich. The stars of this 
throwback flavor are the gorgeous green goods 
Selected in Turkey, Gaziantep, where the 
cultivation of the pistachio has been known for 
thousands of years. 

Pistachio



Mastic Ice Cream
100% MEDITERRANEAN FLAVOR
A traditional  old school recipe; this 
flavour is a pure taste sensation.

The richness of the milk allows each of 
the high quality ingredients to express 
themselves. "MASTIC ICE CREAM " is 
provided by the highest quality CHIOS 
Mastic Gum mixed with the best 
Turkish Salep will melt on your tongue 
and constantly surprise you.



We can’t help falling in love with this unique flavor

This is our secret recipe was strongly 
inspired by the exotic ingredients Which 
combines Rich distinctive taste of walnuts 
from Mardin - Turkey have been added to 
fresh whole milk, Mastic Gum, Combined 

Roasted Walnuts & Fig



Coconut & Raisins
Refreshing & exotic
Do you crave exoticism, combined with 
creaminess, Sweet and a refreshing 
taste? This flavor allows your taste buds 
to travel without even taking a plane!

The rich creamy flesh of the coconut from 
Sri Lanka and Sweet taste of the Sultanas 
Raisins offers subtle balance between 
smoothness, sweetness as well as a 
refreshing flavor. With the strong taste of 
our ice cream, you'll think that you’re 
eating the fruit itself!



An intense, long lasting Taste
Almonds have been prized since 
ancient times as one of 
humankind’s most beloved nuts. 
We make our own simple Roasted 
Almond; have been added to fresh 
whole milk, Mastic Gum, Organic 
Local Honey

Honey Almond



Fragrant and tangy
When life gives you lemons… You 
Should Make Lemonade Ice Cream 

The famously intense and tart 
taste of Mersin lemons and fresh 
mint has been renowned for 
centuries. Intensely flavored, our 
full fruit Polo Ice Cream with its 
strong taste will evoke happy 
memories of freshly squeezed 
fruit juice.

LemonadeLemonade



Perfectly flavored
Harvested From Silifke – Turkey only 
when fully ripe for a full bodied and juicy 
strawberry.
Our strawberry Ice Cream will literally 
melt in your mouth as it contains a 
minimum of 60% fruit. A unique flavor 
which honors the fruit while respecting 
Pozzitto philosophy: no coloring agents 
or artificial flavorings. 

Strawberry



Fruity Sweet Pumpkin

Don't wait to 
try this delight!
Best sweet pumpkin Come 
From Hatay –Turkey, Milk, 
sugar and lots of patience are 
the main ingredients of this 
flavor, which brings back 
childhood memories

San George



The organic taste of Honeydew
Melon
The Natural Honeydew Ice 
Cream made from the best that 
Mother Nature has to offer. 

Fresh, delicate and fragrant, Ice 
Cream for discerning palates in 
search of refreshment!



Fruity and surprising

Polo
A fruity explosion of 
Mediterranean flavors which will 
please all discerning palates. 

A flavor that combines two 
continents: the zesty and tangy 
Mersin lime is combined with the 
intense taste of Mediterranean 
Mint.



Floral and woody notes
Vanilla
To give our Ice Cream its high 
pedigree character, the handling is 
all-important. The precious black 
seeds are collected from the heart 
of the pods and we then patiently 
wait for them to infuse.

It is rare to find this slightly woody 
taste in other Ice Cream shops – 
but we leave it to you to be the 
judge.



Pure pleasure

Hazelnut Chocolate 

Nothing can beat the heavenly 
combination of Belgium cocoa and 
simple Roasted hazelnut hazelnuts 
from Ordu – Turkey. It has the 
extraordinary ability to seduce the 
eternal child in us all. Rich, thick and 
delicious – enjoy its unique taste



Intensely aromatic

Turkish Caffè
A three-bean selection of Turkish Coffee 
and cold-processed coffees mixed with 
Cardamom delivers all the aroma, 
smoothness and complex coffee flavor 
you want, leaving behind any acidity and 
bitterness. A true coffee fanatic’ 
Premium Mastic ice cream. 



Enjoy the gifts of nature 

Honey Lavender 

Our Exotic Lavender Ice Cream, bursting 
with the taste truly ‘’Garden-inspired 
Flavor. Organic Lavender flower ARE 
infused into fresh whole milk, Mastic Gum, 
And sweetened with A touch of Honey.   



Flavours
Vanilla 
Madagascar Vanilla
Mango 
Alphonso Mango

Lemonade 
Polo
Virgin Mojito

Strawbery 
Banana 
Strawbery & Avocado 
Avocado

Nutella & Oreo 
Nutella 

Mandarin 

Pineapple 
Mint Dark chocolate 

Turkish Delight 

Roasted Walnut & Spices 
Kiwi 
Mixed berry



Pistachio 

Honey Almond 
Pure Almond

Fig & Walnut

Blueberry 
Blackberry 
Raspberry
Melon 
Hawaii

Tutti Frutti

Rose Water
Honey Lavender 

Mamey 
Dark chocolate 
Mocha 
Passion Fruit 

Strawberry yogurt 
Mango yogurt 
Blackberry yogurt 
Watermelon 

Sweet pumpkin 
Peanut butter 
Krokan Peanut 

Flavours





Made from real milk and real fruits without GMOs, gluten and noxious products.
Our 50+ flavors range from Chocolate and Vanilla to Passion Fruit, Green Tea, Bubble Gum, 

Cookies & Cream, and Birthday Cake. Best of all, you can enjoy your pop as-is or customize to 
your liking. Our 15+ premium toppings include dark, milk, and white chocolate, nuts, sprinkles, 

waffle cone, caramel corn, and more.

Hand Crafted POpsicle



Sweet Treats





Cheese Mamoul 
Ma'moul is Levantine cookies made 
from a typical semolina cookie type 
dough, with a filling with white cheese . 
The dough pretty buttery, after that the 
maamoul ready to go into the oven for 
approximately 15 min until golden 
Serve hot with powdered sugared on 
the top. 



Chocolate Dipped Ice Cream, Use your 
favorite ice cream to made a delicious 
ice cream treat. Covered with the 
highest Quality of chocolate, with 
patience these can be made, but the 
best thing is you can make the ice 
cream bonbons into any flavor that your 
heart desires.



Crepe & Waffle 
Handmade Waffles & Crepes, Pozzitto dough 
is made using a secret recipe. Our waffles & 
Crepes are freshly baked in our stores, 
Choose from our wide range of toppings 
including Nutella chocolate, Kit Kat, Twix, 
Kinder fingers and fresh strawberries and 
Banana. In addition to our Ice Cream.



Brioche
Our special soft brioche bun to 
be filled with ice cream of your 
choice, in addition to your 
choice of your favorite topping, 
Whipped cream, Chocolate, 
nuts and gam.

jaara sweet burger



The Ghazel Jaara is one of the Jaara 
signature confectioneries, made with 
Kashta & Pistachios Ice Cream and 
Ghazel Al-Banat.

Ghazal Banat Jaara



Kunefe
We carry the rightful pride of being one 
of the best Kunefe with its quality 
understanding passed from father to 
son. Our products are produced daily 
with natural ingredients and we cook 
with traditional methods. Kunefe is a 
traditional Middle Eastern dessert made 
with thin fine semolina dough, soaked in 
sweet, sugar-based syrup, and typically 
layered with cheese, or with other 
ingredients such as clotted cream or 
nuts, depending on the region.

THE REAL TASTE



Shakes & Smoothies
Enjoy our cold drinks with totally 
different way. Fresh whole milk 
with your choice of gelato or 
sorbet for a refreshing drink with 
no artificial colorings or flavors!  



Coffee
Traditional Turkish coffee, gourmet 
drinks, Salep,  hot chocolate, cappuccino 
or teas…. Discover our coffee shop menu !



DRINKS & SYRUP 
Enjoy our cold drinks with totally 
different way. Fresh whole milk 
with your choice of gelato or 
sorbet for a refreshing drink with 
no artificial colorings or flavors!  



BAKLAVA & ICE CREAM



KUNEFE & ICE CREAM



semolina ice cream halva



 MIX SPECIAL MAMOUL



HIBISCUS TEA BLOSSOM WATER ROSE WATER
350 ml  -  750 ml350 ml  -  750 ml350 ml  -  750 ml





www.jaara1925.com
Info@jaara1925.com
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